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Simple skin products offer refreshing, non-
life-threatening alternatives to this

daunting device.

Sexy, Responsible Tanning Techniques for Spring
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It's predictable to see many of your classmates
sporting tans upon returning from spring break,
but you may not have expected to see your
colleagues suddenly more bronzed the week
before vacation. It's still unmistakably winter in
Poughkeepsie, so the pre-break tans we're
seeing are obviously results of the base tan
approach, put to use before going on a warm
vacation. People go to tanning booths - which are
known to cause skin cancer - and purchase
expensive packages for indoor tanning sessions
to "protect" their skin from burning later on the
beach. Unfortunately, according to
http://mayoclinic.com, tanning under this sunlamp
gives protection that is equal to a sun protection of SPF 4 or less. Whether you are exposed
to UV radiation from the sun or a tanning bed, you're increasing your risk for skin cancer, not
to mention premature skin aging. 

Research has shown that 90 percent of wrinkles, dullness, uneven pigmentation and sun
spots are caused by the sun's UVA rays. Many people, including myself, have stepped out of
tanning salons with increased confidence and an enhanced mood. But we must be mindful
that the short-lived self-esteem boosts are not worth putting ourselves at risk for the long
term side effects. The good news is that getting a sun-kissed glow this spring break doesn't
require a tanning bed, or even the sun for that matter. You can easily trick your peers, while
protecting your skin in a fashionable, inexpensive way! 

Use your head 

It's easy to forget about our hair while getting caught up in the moment of the warm weather
bliss. We often hear about how harmful the sun is to our skin, but people rarely speak of the
horrible damage it does to our hair. The sun makes our hair dry, brittle and thinned, and it
wreaks havoc on color-treated hair. Redken Color Extend Sun Solar Screen SPF 12 is just
$17.38, and not only protects your hair from the sun, but reverses damage as well. Another
inexpensive brand is L'Oreal Paris Ever Pure UV Protection Spray. This unique product is
vegan and rosemary mint scented. It provides protection to your perfectly polished salon
highlights for $8.99! 

It is also important to keep your scalp from burning and peeling. Researchers from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill say that melanoma on the scalp is twice as fatal as
it is on other sites. Some hats and clothing offer UPF, which is an SPF woven into fabric. The
brand Coolibar offers a wide variety of hats and other clothing that provides 98 percent
blockage of the sun's harmful rays. Urban Outfitters also has a wide variety of trendy hats of
all different colors and sizes to fit your fashion personality. Channel your inner celebrity and
rock a stylish hat to protect your luscious locks! 

Conceal skin to make up for past damage. 

Last summer, my dermatologist suggested that I stay out of direct sunlight between 11:00
a.m. and 3:00 p.m., because that is when you are at the highest risk of burning. Being hit with
that depressing fact, I wondered how I was going to avoid getting burned, without hibernating
for the summer. However, my fun in the sun summer continued, because I used concealers
and makeup to protect my face. My dermatologist recommended Neutrogena, a well-known
brand whose products are all dermatologist-tested. The Healthy Skin Compact Makeup SPF
55 comes in eight different shades, won't clog your pores and gives you beautiful, non-
greasy coverage. It's UVA-UVB SPF 55 protection and oil-free. 

After becoming more aware of the dangers the sun does to our face, I have also become
more aware of how pale I am, so I decided to purchase Olay's Total Effects + Touch of Sun.
The $18.52 moisturizer has a hint of sunless tanner, and gives my face a healthy and natural
sun-kissed glow. When I used this product, I received many compliments from my friends
about how tan I looked. Even my mom mentioned that my skin was glowing, as opposed to
the previous remarks she's made about how I should stop tanning because I looked orange;
that's how I knew this product was a keeper. 

Unlike other self-tanners, it gradually gives you summery skin and doesn't fade or flake off in
the shower. I used this product for three days underneath my makeup, and the fourth day felt
as if I didn't need any makeup because my skin looked that amazing. Although the
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moisturizer offers seven anti-aging benefits, the product doesn't have SPF, so be sure to mix
in your SPF moisturizer or apply your SPF makeup on top. You can steal my secret for
$18.52 at Ulta, and to keep it under wraps, I suggest you apply a touch onto your neck, so
that your face and neck aren't two different colors. Don't forget to wash your hands to hide
the evidence! 

Other Tips before Leaving For Your Vacation: 

1) Use new protection while making lasting memories (I'm still talking about sunscreen). Most
sunscreens now include an expiration date. If yours doesn't state this important information
on its label, you can be sure it is outdated. Toss it and invest in a new one. You don't want to
remember this vacation as the time you looked like a well-done lobster. 

2) "Don't sweat it" is an understatement when it comes to the SPF in sunscreen. "Perspiration
glistens, so it attracts more light onto skin," writes Darrell Rigel, M.D., clinical professor of
dermatology at New York University Medical Center in New York City at http://self.com. "It
also washes regular sunscreen off the skin." In a study, Dr. Rigel found that golfers who wore
water- and sweat-resistant SPF 70 had no burn after four hours, unlike those using a classic
SPF 15. 

3) Listen up! Ears are apt to burn easily because they have hard-to-reach curves, and may
protrude from your headgear. Cover these sun-sensitive spots with Mission Skincare Anti-
Sting Sunscreen SPF 30 Facestick for only $9.
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